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Abstract
In this paper we show, how an algebra of mixed flits and second class constrain»» can ba
transformed Into an algebra of the Gupta-Bleuler type, consisting of holomorphlc ar.d anti*
hotomorphic constraints. We perform its quantization by BRST methods. We construct a second*
level BRST operator n by Introducing a new ghost sector (the second-level ghosts), in addition to
the ghosts of the standard BRST operator. We find an Inner product In this ghost sector such that
the operator l i ts hermltean. The physical states, as defined by the non-hermitsan holomorphlc
constraints, are shown to be given in terms of the cohomology of this hermitean BRST charge.
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Introduction

BRST-methods [1, 2} have become a powerful tool in the quantization of
constrained systems. Not only do they provide a method for establishing
the consistency of the covariant quantization procedure of gauge theories ,
such as used in the path-integral formulation of Yang-Mills theory [3], they
also have become important in the elucidation of the canonical structure of
constrained systems [4, 5, 6, 7] like relativistic point-particles and strings
|8], In spite of all the past successes of the method, there still doesn't exist
a completely unified and unique prescription for the application of BUST'
methods to arbitrary constrained systems and surprises keep turning up when
studying new systems with new types of gauge-invariances.
A case which is of considerable interest with a view to the covariant formulation of the superparticle [9] and superstring [10], is the BRST-quantization
of systems with mixed first and second class constraints [11]-[U]. It was
found recently, that a very elegant solution to the BRST-quantization of
such systems is possible by separating the constraints into sets of holomorphic and anti-bolomorphic first class constraints after the method of Gupta
and Bleuler [15] and subsequent extension of the BRST-invariance to a local êyvametry of the theory (16, 17], Moreover for Yang-Mills theories and
gravity it has been shown, that local BRST-in varia nee implies the same constraints on normalizable states as rigid BRST-in variance [18], and therefore
the theory with local BRST-in variance describes the same physical system.
In the following sections wc present an improved and more detailed treat*
ment of systems with mixed first and second class constraints along the lines
of refc. (16, 17, 18]. We begin with a discussion of the algebra of GuptaBleuler type holomorphic and anti-holomorphic first clasi constraints and
its equivalence to an algebra of mixed first and second class real constraints
in sect.2. If the states of a quantum theory satisfy holomorphic first-class
constraints, the corresponding BRST operator Q is complex, and not hermitean. Henceforth we call this and the hermit can conjugate operator Q* the
fint level BRST operators. In order to apply the standard BRST-methodi
to a system with Gupta-Bleuler type of constraints, we introduce in the next
section a nilpotent second-level BRST operator ft and proceed to show that
there exists an inner product in the ghost sector with respect to which this
operator is hermitean. An additional bermitean operator can be constructed
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which commutes with ft, representing the total ghost number A**, and which
can be used to impose restrictions on the 0-cohomology classes. The main
result of this paper is contained in sect. 4, where we show that the restricted
cohomology classes of ft reduce to those of the first level BRST operator Q
and its hermitean conjugate. Some technical details have been collected in
two appendices.

2

Holomorphic first-class constraints

In this paper we consider quantum mechanical systems described by some
extended pseudo-Hilbert space \ in which the physical states form a subset
characterized completely by a set of JV constraints:
GA{pby3> = 0>

A=1,...,W.

(2.1)

These constraints will be complex in general: it is not necessary to require
herraiticity of the operators GA- However, consistency of the constraints
requires the {GA) to have a closed (first-class) commutator algebra:
[GA.GB}

= fAgGc.

(2.2)

The notation [, } denotes a graded commutator, allowing both bosonic and
fexmionic types of constraints. The structure functions fA£ may be operatordependent and will also be complex in general. The graded commutator
implies that they have the symmetry property

f J - - (-)" fsS*

(23)

In addition* the Jacobi identity requires the structure functions to satisfy
+(cyclic permutations in ABC) = 0,
As a consequence of the constraints (2.2) the adjoint operators GA annihilate
the dual physical states (the bra-states):
'We will UM the nunc 'peeudo-HUbert *p*ce' iattetd of more precise 'indefinite inner
product apace* (cf (»] )
3

< phy*\GA * 0.

(2.5)

Obviously they form a first-class algebra as well:

where the adjoint structure function! are related to the original ones by
J°*M -

<-)<A"»+c,c rj-

(2.:)

However, the graded commutator of the constraint! GA with their adjoints
GA does not need to vaniih on the pbyiica] states or their duals. Therefore
this commutator will generally have the form
[GAtCfB}m2ZABt

(2.8)

where the 'central charge* ZAB is not a linear combination of constraints and
its matrix elements in the physical sector of the pseudo*Hubert space do not
vanish identically:
< phyiMlZtBlphysli) > E £ & # 0.
(2.9)
Of course» in special cases the matrix elements ZA'B can vanish; the equation
above only states that this is not ntceuary, and the analysis which follows
is applicable to this more general situation. Note that ZAB is not defined
uniquely; it may be shifted by terms of the form
ZAB - Z'A8 - ZAB + XAS Gc + G*c IFAB%
(2.10)
which is achieved by making some arbitrary linear transformation on the GAHowever, the matrix elements Z^s in the physical space of states are defined
uniquely and the maximal rank of these physical matrix elements U called
the ronJt of 2AB> A constraint algebra of the type presented above is called
an algebra oi tiolomorphic and anti-holomorpkic first-class constraints on the
ket- and bra-states respectively.
Since the system of quantum constraints considered above is the most
general one possible, any classical system which is quantised subject to constraints is described by a holomorphic constraint algebra with this structure.
4

Special cases exist in which the generators of the constraints are real, or in
which the 'central charge' ZAB vanishes, but we do not restrict ourselves to
such special cases. This implies, that in general the classical counterpart of
the quantum algebra of constraints, eqs. (2.2)-(2.8), may be an algebra of
Poisson brackets for mixed real first- <md second-class constraints. The relation between the complex algebra (2.2) and systems of real mixed classical
constraints is discussed below. Here we would like to stress that one of the
motivations for using the complex form of the constraints with the first-class
algebra (2.2) is, that quantization of the classical system can proceed without the necessity of first having to eliminate all second-class constraints. In
fact, because of thefirst-classnature of the holomorphic constraints we were
able to introduce the quantum constraints directly in a way which is analogous to the Gupta-Bleuler quantization of electrodynamics, without having
to discuss a corresponding classical system at all. Thus we find an alternative for the Dirac quantization procedure [25] and also that of Faddeev and
Shatashvili, Batalin, Fradkin, Fradkina and Niemi [19], (20, 21] [22] which
neither requires the elimination of second-class constraints nor the introduction of new variables at the classical level Another point of interest to be
mentioned here is that the phenomenon of 'class-mutation1 which takes place
in our treatment (and also in the BFFFS procedure), where second-class
constraints can be treated as first-class, may find useful application in the
quantization of anomalous systems.
The aim of the following sections of this paper a to extend the BRST
formalism for dealing with constrained systems to the case of holomorphic
first-class constraints, eqs. (2.2)-(2.8). This was achieved already in part in
ref. [17]. The main aspect which was not discussed there in any detail was
the definition of the inner-product and the construction of a norm. These
problems are solved in the present paper and it will turn out that the solution has rather important consequences for the cohomology properties of the
BRST operator. However, before doing this, we first discuss how holomorphic first-class algebra's may arise starting from a classical system with real
first- and second-class constraints.
Let us consider a classical mechanical system described by real general-
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ized co-ordinates f*,a ~ lt„.,N7t

and conjugate momenta p., with Pojsson-

brackets
{*•.»}»*;.
(2.H)
For ease of presentation we restrict ourselves here to the case of a purely
bosonic system, the generalization to the case of fermionic degrees of freedom
being obvious. Now suppose that the motion of the system is subject to a
set of (real) constraints Gi(qtp) = 0, t = 1 fc, where k < 2jV. Then the
dynamics of the system is restricted to a constraint hyper-surface V in the
extended phase space M, The Poisson brackets of the constraints, evaluated
on the constraint surface Pt define a skew-symmetric matrix c,,:
{Gi9Gj}\w = Ciit
(2.12)
which must be of rank 2m < k on V. In the extended phase space (away
from V) the structure of the constraint brackets then is
< ( 7 „ G > } = c > G i + cv.
(2.13)
The co-efficient* c^ are allowed to be non-constant functions of the phase*
space ro-ordinates. The matrix c^ is antisymmetric and has ƒ = Jk - 2m
zero-modes (at least one, if k is odd), and one can always find a subset
of constraints (or point-wise linear combinations of constraints) denoted by
Go»a - li">J. with a closed (first-class) algebra of Poision brackets:
{GmtGe)=cm;Gi,
(2.14)
In technical language, the Poisson brackets of these constraints generate
Hamiltonian vector fields tangent to the constraint surface V, thus defining the gauge orbits, If we disregard a maximal set of first-class constraints,
we are left with 2m real second-class constraints Gr. The algebra of these
second-class constraints now has the general form
{Gf1Gt)

m cTt + c f ;C? ( +c r ;£7. l

(2.15)
{GmtGr}

= cJGi +

cjG*

'The generalisation to systems with infinite, and even continuous, range of a can be
made without difficulty.
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where the matrix c„ is invertible on 'P.
In order to obuin * holomorphic form of the constraint algebra, analogous
to eq.(2.2), it must be possible to polarize the matrix e„. This means first of
all, that we introduce a complex structure, a real 2m x 2m matrix J (possibly
co-ordinate dependent) with the property
,/*~-l.

(246)

Any such matrix can be used to construct complex projection operators P±:
J»*»|(l±iJ).

(2.17)

These projection operators have all the properties of the chiral projectors
(1 ± ti)f 2 in the Dirac theory of spinors. They allow us to pass from 2m real
second-class constraints G, to m complex (holomorphic) constraints, which
are the first m linearly independent components of
G<-> = ( P . ) / Gm>

(2,18)

whilst the anti-holomorphk constraints are constructed from the first m independent components of
G<*> = (/»+)/ <?..

(2.19)

Note that half of the components G<*> now can be expressed in terms of the
other half; indeed:
iJGt* « ±G<*>.

(2.20)

In order to obtain the structure of a holomorphic first-class algebra for the
full set of the {k — m) constraints

{G^ltT = KS-*)£i u {om)t3T.

(2.2i)

we must impose some extra conditions on the complex structure J, In particular, if we require holomorphic first-class properties for the G* this leads
to the conditions

7

{G<->,Gt->} = /„'Gi-' + A . ' G . ,
(2.22)

{C..C<->}

= UG\~) + f.?G,.

From this we can infer that J must satisfy a lymplectic condition with respect
to crt:
J}ct, + J / c , . 0.

(2.23)

ID addition J mutt also satisfy differential relations such as

where the commutator on the right-hand side is to be interpreted as an
ordinary matrix commutator with respect to the indices (r, J). Another consequence of these results is, that the part of ZAp which is non-vanishing on
the constraint bypersurface Jf U
Zr, m i (Si - iJ<) c».

(2.25)

The general conditions for the existence of this complex structure J are not
known to us and this problem needs further investigation. Obviously, if it
is not possible to absorb all second-class constraints in holomorptic firstclass ones, one must still eliminate such special second-class constraints first
by Dirac'i procedure, before the passage to the holomorphic structure can
be made. However, the fact that for bosonic systems the algebra of the
second-class constraints can always be transformed locally to the algebra
of a (e,p)-system, with {<?,p} = 1, indicates that in this case the complex
structure always exists. Then it is no longer necessary to remove second-class
constraints before quantisation, as the whole analysis above, eqs. (2.11)(2.25), can be repeated at the quantum level (replacing Poisson-brackets by
commutators). For fcrmionic systems» the situation is different3. Indeed it
is mostly in this are* that the general applicability of our scheme still needs
'The only example known lo us of a systemfoewhich a construction of bolomorphic
constraint* teeira impossible without additional eecond-clae* constraint» w n lyiUm with
an odd number of fcrmioaic second-class constraints, such as the spinning (supcr)particle
in odd dimensions.
8

further investigation. On the other hand, the first non-trivial application
of our procedure was the quantization of the 4D-superparticle (16], which
does happen to be a system with fermionic constraints. Therefore we are
confident that our procedure should work also in most cases with fermionic
symmetries.

3

The inner product and the holomorphic
BRST-operator

The canonical BRST-procedure consists of constructing a nilpotent operator
Q in such a way that the constraints (2.1) on the physical states become
the solution of the cohomology problem defined by this BRST operator Q,
Explicitly:
Q9 = 0,

(3.1)

and the physical states are characterised by the conditions
Q\phys > = 0,

(3.2)

with two states being identified if they differ by a BRST-exact term:
\phys > ~ \fhys' > <*» \phys* > « \phys > +Q| * >,

(3.3)

where ] * > is an arbitrary state. In order to construct such an operator, we
must introduce ghost operators c 4 and their conjugate momenta vA:

[x^c 4 } - S^

(3.4)

For the constraint algebra (2.2),(2.4) a nilpotent operator Q can be constructed of the form
Q =: c*GA : + i ( - ) * : ^ / ^

: + ...

(3.5)

where the trailing dots denote additional terms which arerequiredif the set
of constraints is reducible and/or open. If the constraint algebra is complex,
there also exists an independent hermitean conjugate BRST operator Q*:
9

<?' »: WA

: + | ( - ) ' 1 : ^CFABW

• +»•.

(3.6)

with the property that
< pt*V*\Q* « 0.

(3.7)

To construct the operator (J* above, we introduce the new iet of ghost variables (c\ ir*), which anticommute with their adjoint operator! (c, w) and have
the fundamental (antiCommutator

1 ^ , ^ ; } - éi.

(3,8)

Both Q and (?* are nil pot ent, as may be checked by explicit calculation. The
full algebra of there operators readi (17)

{QtQ<} = 2Z,

(3.9)

where Z is defined by
2«:ei%jct':+.„

(3,10)

It it well known that the non-trivial solutions of the condition (3.2) - on
the states that are ghosts free - satisfy the phyiical state conditions (2.1).
We take tbit as an establiihed fact. However, hiving phyiical states is not
sufficient: we alio need an inner product to obtain matrix elements and probabilities. In particular phyiical quantities are obtained as matrix elements
of observable*, an observable being defined as a non-trivial BRST-invariant
operator with zero ghost-number:
19.0}-0.

(3.11)

There is an ambiguity in any observable of the form AC? m [Q^*}^ but this
should be immaterial when we compute matrix elements between physical
states; indeed, for realQ this is obvious:
10

<phys'\[Qt*)\phys>=Ol
(3,12)
because Q annihilate» both the physical ket- and bra-states. However, in the
general case of complex constraints, this is no longer true, since Q and Q*
are independent and Q does not annihilate the bra-states.
Another difficulty connected with the complex BRST-algebra is, that
BRST-exact states are not spurious; they have non*vanishing norm:

Mix > II' =< xWQbc > * o.

(3.13)

and they neither decouplefromphysical states.
A solution to this problem was presented in rels. [16], [17]. It consists of
regarding the algebra (3.9) as another holomorphic constraint algebra on the
physical states and constructing a corresponding reo/BRST operator» which
may be called a second-level BRST operator:
J> = »*Q + Q*s + <yZ - 2 J V ,

(3,14)

where (J*, *) are commuting scalar ghosts and (7, $) ia a pair of real conjugate
Fermi-type ghost operators:
[j,j*]=0,

(3.15)

b , 0 ) = 1.

(3.16)

These properties, together with the algebra (3.9) suffice to prove that
n*«0.

(3,17)

In the next section we verily that the cohomology classes of this operator
define the cohomology classes of the operators Q and Q1 and hence the physical states. Before doing so* we first turn to a discussion of the ghost system.
In order to define a quantum theory we must introduce the pseudo-Hilbert
space of wave functions, on which the operators defined above act. This
space has the natural structure of a tensor product of space* corresponding
11

to the action of the real ghost operator*, (7,/?), fint and second level ghost
opentora, (CJC'JI,! 1 ) and the operators corresponding to the clank*) gtuge
system, like the constraints G and (7*. We assume that this last part of the
space or itales is known and turn to the discussion of the ghost sectors,
From the theory of Clifford algebras we know, that the only irreducible
representation of the real fermionic ghost system (7,/?) is 2-dimensionional,
a typical element of the representation space being given by the ordered pair
of functions * » (a, 6) of the other variables. It can be equipped naturally
with an indefinite inner-product
(*i,*i)-«Ife + 6ra„

(3.18)

where the multiplication on theright-handside is to be understood as an
inner product. The representation of the anticommutatiou relation (3.16)
can be realised in terms of a single real Grassmann variable4 n, with 7 being
the multiplication operator with respect to n, and 0 the derivative. An
arbitrary state in this realisation is of the form
Y » o + nn(

(3.19)

with
7#

» ?* -

na,

0*

(320)

Finally, the inner-product (3,IS) is realised by the bilinear Grusmann*integral
expression
(¥,,*,) « ƒ * , # ; # , .

(3.21)

Equivalently, one can write
(*i. *s) = (-1 fij + « ) (** +1**) l,-c
4

(3.22)

H«t and bslow wt dslibtraUly uss different UtUrs to <Un»U ojMrslors and *»*»
function variables
12

The state space for the complex bosonic ghosts operators (s, j*) is specified by their commutation relation (3.15) and an inner-product, which is
taken to be indefinite. The ghosts operators being bosoaic, their representation spaces are infinite dimensional and states consist of analytic functions
of two complex variables (ztz") in involution*, * = £UJ,«»o ammznzum. This
state «pace can now be endowed with an inner-product of the form
(*!,**)= £

O»™*

(3.23)

Mt,)V*0

where again the multiplication on the sight hand side should be understood
as an inner product. The natural realisation of this bosonic ghost space is
the space of polynomials in ghost variables with complex co-efficients. Such a
representation space results for example from the holomorphic representation
of FocV-space*, In this representation the inner-product (3.23) can be realised
straightforwardly.
We define a representation of the operators (s,s1) on the space described
above in terms of multiplication and differentiation with respect to the variables (*,**) respectively:

sf -* * \

s -» j£,

(3.24)

These operators certainly commute, as required by eq.(3.15). In order to
prove that they are mutually adjoint we construct the following basis for the
ghost states:
»„<*,»•) « * V *

(3.25)

Hence for a general state ¥ we can write
*=
The action of the operators

E

(J,S')

a^*^,

(3.26)

on the basis elements is

a

Ct (27j. O M should not mix th* notion of involution denoted by a star with the
complex conjugation denoted by a bar.
*A discussion can be found in [27].
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*Vn,m *= n * n . i , « ,

J * * ^ «= ¥*,"»+!.

(3.27)

The inner product (3.23) can now be refilled by taking

(•***„•.) = (gjj (gj:J *^|...-t

(3.25)

It it then easy to check that
(J **,i,*».m) - ( « W * * . , . . ) ,

(3.29)

which prove» that («,«0 as defined in (3.24), (3.27) are adjoint operators
indeed, A peculiarity of our construction -and of the bolomorphic representation of Fock space in general- is that taking the adjoint is not the same
as involution of the variables (*,*"). Nevertheless one can ihow that the
eigenvalues of self-adjoint operators in a space of tbii type are real.
For the first-level ghost operators (<r\c M ) a similar construction ii posiible7.
In the space of anticommuting ghotti we define the basil elements to be
string! of ghosts, to wit
WJI***)«9ix9il^9)%9n^
(330)
%
where I, J are ordered multi-indices (ƒ » (i 1(
i*) and \I\ m k), With
the definition (3.30) we defiat the inner product (•, •) so as to satisfy the
following requirements

[WJtWJt)m\0

otherwise

(3,3l

J

One can then easily check that with respect to the inner product (3,31)
T

ln tat eoastrucUea prestnttd bslew wi anurn* that at) lasftnt-l«v«lgaest «pmten

art aatk«mmuliag. P»r tb* commutingftnt-l«vtjghast 6*4iat«rf tk« iaiwr prWiKt •as'
tat rtprtttnUtioa of tat commutation rtlstioai is anatogaut to thess pftstaud abov«.

U

A

A

9

*A - 9\

*A

<=M - ^

-> g j j .

«1 - J»;-

(3.32)

The explicit form of the new BRST operator 0, eq.(3.14), now becomes:

n=JLo + 0 V + „Z-2,-±JL.

(3.33)

where

Q =

JJCA + J ( - I ) V 9 * /

C
M

^ +

9' - G i £ + i(-l)«, fe tt. J LjgL +

(3.34)

(3.35)

By construction the operator ft i* self-adjoint with respect to the inner prod'
uct defined above.
In addition to the second-level BRST operator ft we also need another
operator of bosonic type. For obvious reasons it is known as the total ghost
number jV:
*r»JV i + Aj + JY. + JW2-2a,
where the individual terms take the form

N m

< "• " 5 ?

N =

' *'** = **JJF'

(3.36)

(3,37

>

and similarly for the other ghost variables, such that
[N.,s) = st
(3.38)
[TV;,C*] = < A

Note that in the space defined by the basis {*«,«}» eq.(3.25), the spectrum
of eigenvalues of the operators N,,K consists of the non-negative integers and
that JV commutes with ft.
15

The real number o in (3.36) if * constant yet to be determined, reflecting
the operator ordering ambiguities. It should be stressed that different choices
of the parameter a lead in general to the difftrtnl quantum theories. We will
cec tbii phenomenon in the derivation of the «homology of 0 below.

4

T h e cohomology of ft

In this lection we calculate the cohomology of the operator ft defined in
previous section, eq.(3.33). The representation space, X possesses a four*
fold grading in the ghost variables. It is useful therefore to restrict our
representation space to contain only the zero total ghost number subspace of
the extended space of states
Wwo-{*€X:^*-0),
(4.1)
In order to define this restriction in the language of cobomology, we extend
the operator ft to the operator flfrt in a natural way*,
n,rt-fl + ay,
(4.2)
such that the cobomology of 0" 1 if isomorphic to the cohomology of 0 sub*
ject the condition (4,1), Details of the derivation of this result are presented
in Appendix A.
Let us proceed with the calculation of the cobomology of our BRST op*

erator ft. Expanding ¥ in ghosts (*, i\i}) in the standard way we have

* - E <****" + * E <«*"*•*.

(4,3)

The derivation of the cohomology of fl on the states (4.3) is given in Appendix
B; here we present only the final result:

*-*

€

Mir**

•Th« «pp*artM« of lee 0*" operate? mty eeem lo be a UMU *4 bee. Bewtvtr U
exactly the sunt w»y u the eeentot 0 is aa e?enlef eeUlaed ->y gwfiaf ef the elfefert
(3.9) io UM MM* of rtf. (II), ÜM O*»' ie e BUST «penter ebuiiiM »y tWi&f tU elgek»
which the openten Q, QU Z a*4 rY« + N\ tatty
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n>0

w>0

where the coefficient functions satisfy the following condition* (6 is a remnant
of the «homology equivalence for ft)

Q<o = o,
•«.o = <?<•>

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.7)

o,
(4.8)
Let us analyse the above conditions. From (4.5) we tee that the states
^S.th n > 1 are the cohomology classes of the operator Q. The states ^J m , m >
It (4-6), are the homology classes of Q* (Q* is a homology operator as it decreases the grading)'
The interpretation of the states V£o *°d V'o.o ** l*** obvious. Observe that
these states are not defined in terms of cohomologies; Q*Q in (4.7) is not a
nilpotcnt operator) and in the BRST-transformatioa rule for ^ 4 , (4.8), Q*

is restricted only to MQ, instead of being the QMmage of the whole space.
However, it follows from eq. (4.7) that OV^o » * spurious state:

(Q<»Q*tJ

- M o . <?1<?*So)•- 0.
17

(4.9)

Now we lurn to the condition (4.1). From the requirement A r * K 0 we
find that
(n f + n r + n - 2 « ) * * 0 m
(n, + n,« + m - 2a)*0>Pl -

0
0

(410)
(4.11 j

where n f and nf* are eigenvalue» of N, and JVJ in the given states and are
positive integer! or «ero,
We already observed that the states 0 j j are restricted to be the cohomology of Q. To find the value of a we assume therefore that the space these
states includes the physical states i.e. those which are independent of the
variables o and o", so they have a vanishing first-level ghost number. From
(4.10) it follows therefore that for these particular states n * 2a.
The next requirement is that the physical states must not be spurious i.e.
they cannot have a vanishing product with ¥«M> The only ** state, which
has a nonvanisbing product with the physical state * } # 0 is the state *J u ,
which is also by (4.11) first-level ghost free. From (4.10) and (4.11) we see
also that since n,m,n f ,n f * are positive integers or zero, sjj^ and Vl,„ vanish
for n,m> 2a. Therefore a measures the lenght of the Q and Q* cohomology
and homology sequences, and we may define our quantum theory to be the
one with the simplest possible choice, namely' a • }.
Our Anal result is therefore

*•*

-

*e + t*i + !,(*; + * > ; )

+ ^ Q V s i + jOVi* 1 ),

(4.12)

where
9 * i - 0 —t C 4 *i - 0,
9

(4.13)

(f w* cbeee* e * 0 laslead, the Htulliag taeery weuM a* trivial, u ike <ea4U»ftf
(4.T),(4,i) are satisfied tdsatitally, Oa tat eUtr head, ia the ease ef bestak ceastraiau
oely, te taal tee first Uvtl gaeeu »r« ell eatkemnMitisg, *•« c«e «beeee lb« psramcUr •
feigeoMiga, m a last tee stales *i t .,i • 1.2 vtaisk by virtue ef «qs. (41)-(4.10) la *ay
«ass the choice made abeve prevides us with Uw simplest taeery. Observe also that ia eur
«oastructtea U« problem «f Higher cokemeJegy ttvir arises.
13

and h**n*e 0i is * physical state, as defined in section 2.
The state V*i is annihilated by Q* identically» and therefore it is defined
to be * slat* in the physical Hubert space modulo the relation
<*>Q'*.

(4.14)

Yet 4 must be of the form 0 = 4A9'A *nd therefore the space of the slates
Vu is the subspace of the physical Hubert space, consisting of all the states
which are not a G\ divergence, G\^A. These states are clearly adjoint to
the physical states (4.13). The interpretation of the states Vo « d 0s is not
clear to us at the moment and it deserves further study. It may well happen
that by the further extension of the operator ft (for example by adding the
anti-BRST operators) one may end up with the sero-ghost cohomology only.
The result of this chapter can be summarised in the diagram

QïQ i

(4.15)
V0- A

W; ^

0.

In this diagram we denote the space of wave functions V\ by V» *nd similarly
for starred wave functions. Therefore V0 is the space of functions linear in
first-level ghosts and V, isfirst'levelghost free. It follows from the discussion
above that V, and V* are adjoint with respect to the inner product defined
in sect. 3.
In conclusion, the result of this section is that the cohomology of the real
operator ft on the reduced space of states H%tv u given by the cohomologies
of the complex operators Q and Q1, For the sero ghost level, the non-trivial
cohomology on the spaces V», V,* can be interpreted as the physical state
apace and its adjoint. This result is consistent with what one expects from
a Gupta Bleuler type of procedure. Indeed, as in QED, we obtained the
condition which involves only the holomorphic pari of the set of constraints
acting on physical states. The result obtained above should be compared
with the calculation of the cohomologv of 0 on the unrestricted space of
states presented in (17). There we found that the cohomology was the direct
sum of the cohomologies of Q and QK In that case, however the states have
unrestricted dependence of the first level ghosts $ and g\ which was a rather
19

unpleasant feature. This ihowi how much the «homology depends on the
vector apace in which the BUST operator acti, Jo fact we have teen thif
phenomenon alio in thii lection: different choices of the parameter a lead to
different cohomologies of the operator 0. Indeed, a U a meajure of the lenght
of the sequence, or in other wordi it if an upper bound for the first-level ghost
number.

5

Conclusions

In companion with our earlier work (tee (16), (IT), [II]) we introduce in this
paper an additional structure; the inner product (3.23), (3.28) in the ghost
sector, implying unconventional hermicity relations (3.24), (J.32). These
relations introduce the difference between involution '•* and bermitean conjugation 't'. Such * difference implies further that the «homology of the
hermitean operator ft, which is not real, i.e. not invariant under involution,
is described by the cobomologiee of the complex operator Q and its Asrmif can
conjugate Q1, representing at the aero ghost level the physical itatea which
satisfy a cempV» condition (2.1) and its adjoint.
In this paper we did not discuss in detail the problems that arise if the set
of constraints is open and/or reducible. It is obvious however, that in such a
caae one can follow the standard prescription (23), (24) and extend the BRST
operators with ghosUforgbosU, The definition of the second-level BRST
operator ft is unchanged and therefore our description of its «homology
would still be valid in this case.
We would like to mention that another powerful method for quantitation
of the systems with second class constraints has been proposed recently (19),
(20), (21). In this method one extends the classical phase space in such a way
that one can interprete the second class constraints as gauge fixbg conditions. In contrast, we extend the ghost sector by introducing the second-level
ghosts, keeping the set of physical variables unchanged. The advantage of
our method is, that in the Gupta-Bleu'er approach all manipulations can
be performed alteady on the quantum levM, where the structure of the constraints (including the anomalous second class part) is in principle known.
Therefore we expect that our method can readily be applied to the BRST
quantitation of anomalous theories like cbiral QED or string theory away
20

from the critical dimension.
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Appendix A

In this appendix «re introduce an extended second-level BUST charge ft"' by
gauging in addition to the generators Q,Q*,Z also the total ghost-number
N" defined in sect. 3. Corresponding to this operator we introduce a new
aoti-commuting ghosts o and we define a nilpotent, hermitean operator

As usual we relate the physical states to the cohwnology complex of the
operator tt**\ a» follows:

r»aO,

*~* +

ft"<*,

(A.2)

Expanding • in a we get
* » *, + a*Y

(A.3)

Thefirstcondition (A.2) «hen becomes
ft* A/V,-ft*, -

0,
0.

(A.4)
(A.5)

The functions i>i (i • 1,2) belonging to the same cohomology class of ft*"
are related as fallows
*i - v>i+fl*.
Ü = ^+ATd 1 -ftsS.
21

(A.6)
(A.7)

We solve the cohomology probltm (A.4 - A.7) in two steps, First we observe
from (A.7) that by an appropriate choke of *\ we can make
y^i«0.
Since M commutej with ft, it follow* from eq.(A,5) that

(A.i)

M*x - 0.
{A»)
After that it it «till allowed to make gauge transformations (A.6,A.7) with
gauge function! 4% satisfying
M+i m0.
(A.10)
We infer that all component* of the solution* of eq.(A.2) satiify the condition*
<V, - 0,

AV. m o,

(A.11)

•till subject to gauge transformation*
* -* tfc + OoV
provided Mèi

m

(A.12)

0,

The final result may therefore bt expressed in the following way
W(frrt) - ©(H(ft) n A'er(AO).

(A.13)

i

We observe that the ««homology complex of 0** It two-fold degenerate. In
the main text we use only one of the functions V\ as the representation of
the Hilbert space on which the operator ft acts.
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Appendix B

ID this appendix we present the derivation of the cobomology of tbt operator
ft. The generic state of lb« peeudo-Hilbert space is given by

• " L < e * V + 1 E Hm**'"*'
22

(BI)

In the fitst «lep lel ui try to gauge away tome part of • by using the feci
that * - * + OfX Explicitly

*.m>0

•*.•*>•

».•»>©

Examining **• I*»* l'Q* of the above expression, we aee that one can find
^m such that the gauge fixed • i» of the fonn

* - E <•** + 7 E ^U»"*""

(B3)

Now let uj turn to the condition that the aUte • is Q-closed: fl* m 0.
Expanding thia equation in 7 we have

-

* E "*U**•,*•"I*, - 0,

(B.4)

and

E *<•*"- E <*Q<,«,ï-,^•,,,
+ ©VU*"*"**)-*

(B.3)

Comparing Urn» with the tame power* of 1' we learn from the eqt, (B.4),
(B.5) that
23

OVU-0,

(0 7)

«•Wït-O.

(B,S)

<„-0

n.myéO.

(B.10)

W* muit itill uk« into account tb* r«idual gnugt invarianct of th* (augt
fixtd IUIM (B,3). Demanding tbat tht form of (B.3) remains unchangtd
under # • v fW wt so» from (B,2) that lb* only gaug* transformations ltft
ar* jivan by

•V..* -

G'A,

«fel.

(Ö.I3)

wiwro 4* U a combination of o ^ and #J,W. Equities» (Ü.6)-(BJ) and
(B.11HB.13) provido ui witb tbc dtiirod description of tb« cobomology of
0.
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